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Two distinct cognitive styles exist from the perspective of cognition: field-dependence and field-independence. In most public
opinion dynamics models, people only consider that individuals update their opinions through interactions with other individuals.
This represents the field-dependent cognitive style of the individual. The field-independent cognitive style is ignored in such cases.
We consider both cognitive styles in public opinion dynamics and propose a public opinion evolution model based on cognitive
styles (CS model). The opinions of neighbors and experiences of the individual represent field-dependent cognition and fieldindependent cognition, respectively, and the individual combines both cognitive styles to update his/her own opinion. In the
proposed model, the experience parameter is designed to represent the weight of the current opinion in terms of the individual’s
experiences and the cognitive parameter is proposed to represent the tendencies of his/her cognitive styles. We experimentally
verify that the CS and Hegselmann–Krause (HK) models are similar in terms of public opinion evolution trends; with an increase
in radius of confidence, the steady state of a social system shifts from divergence to polarization and eventually reaches consensus.
Considering that individuals from different cultures have different degrees of inclination for the two styles, we present experiments
focusing on cognitive parameter and experience parameter and analyze the evolutionary trends of opinion dynamics in different
styles. We find that when an individual has a greater tendency toward the field-independent cognitive style under the influence
of culture, the time required for a social system to reach a steady state will increase; the system will have greater difficultly in
reaching consensus, mirroring the evolutionary trends in public opinion in the context of eastern and western cultures. The CS
model constitutes an opinion dynamics model that is more consistent with the real world and may also serve as a basis for future
cross-cultural research.

1. Introduction
Research on public opinion dynamics has always involved
many fields of research, including sociology, psychology,
informatics, and physics. These studies are mainly focused
on the evolution, formation, and consensus of group/public
opinions. Public opinion can have a substantial impact on
public policy. The more salient the issues, the stronger the
impact [1]. Social policy and public opinion are utilized
as a feedback system [2]. The public health community
of America models public health problems by extending
opinion dynamics and analyzes the correlation between
diseases and behaviors, such as alcohol and tobacco use, to
study corresponding public policy interventions [3]. Chen
[4] believes that different individuals have attributes that

can affect opinion evolution. He presented a public opinion
control strategy based on public authority and makes use of
a public opinion dynamics model (the Hegselmann–Krause
(HK) model [5]) to verify the effectiveness of policies. Both
western and eastern scholars have studied public opinion
dynamics. One of the most important goals of this research
is to detect public opinion to understand the evolution of
public opinion as it relates to public affairs, which provides
insight into real human attitude-formation mechanisms. This
exercise can aid governments in making optimal decisions.
Public opinion is a typical complex system. Influenced by
social and economic factors, the evolution of public opinion
presents complexity, openness, and nonlinearity [6]. The
evolution of public opinion in complex systems is one of the
core issues in nonlinear science [7, 8]. The model of opinion
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dynamics mainly explains the nonlinear characteristics of
the evolution of public opinion, the goal being to study
the evolution process of public opinion [9–11]. The opinion
dynamics can be traced back to 1956, when French proposed
a simple discrete mathematical model to study the behavioral
complexity of a team [12]. Thereafter, many scholars have
proposed many public opinion dynamic models based on
various rules. In the Voter model, individuals are affected by
neighbors and change their opinions to mirror those of their
neighbors [13]. The majority rule model has been proposed
[14] based on the “conformity behavior” of social psychology
[15]. The difference between this model and the Voter model
is that the individual changes his/her opinion to match that of
the majority of his/her neighbors. Some researchers are of the
opinion that the higher the number of neighbors, the greater
the chance that an individual’s opinion will be influenced
by his/her neighbors. In other words, a higher number of
neighbors can be more persuasive. The Sznajd model is the
improved Voter model [16]. The basic idea is that if two or
more neighbors were to persuade an individual, and then
he/she would be more inclined to align his/her opinion to
theirs.
Almost all of the above models and their extended
models express individual opinions with discrete values and
usually use -1 (against), 0 (neutral), and +1 (concurring) to
express opinions, respectively. In real life, there are often
fuzzy value phenomena that are difficult to be accurately
divided by individual opinions. Therefore, some scholars
use the numerical values within the interval [0, 1] to represent individual opinions, which is called a continuous
opinion dynamics model. The continuous opinion dynamics
model mainly includes the Deffuant model [17] and the HK
model [5]. These two models are also known as bounded
confidence models, because they both follow the rule of
bounded confidence; that is, individuals only change their
opinions due to their neighbors within the radius of confidence [18], which conforms to the “selective exposure” of
social psychology [19]. Recently, the bounded confidence
model has received a significant response in the field of
public opinion dynamics. Many scholars have made different
improvements on it and suggested extensions to it in order
to reasonably study the evolution of public opinion. Pineda
et al. [20] studied the Deffuant model with noisy effects.
Chen et al. [21] considered three types of different social
acquaintance networks (independence-priority acquaintance
network, kinship-priority acquaintance network, and hybrid
acquaintance network) and utilized the Deffuant model to
conduct experimental simulation analysis of public opinion
evolution. These three acquaintance networks are similar
to networks of western acquaintances, traditional Chinese
acquaintances, and modern Chinese acquaintances, respectively. Finally, a culture-policy-driven mechanism for opinion
dynamics was proposed based on the simulation results.
Grauwin’s research on the Deffuant model found that when
the difference in individual opinions is greater than the
confidence radius, opinions correction with a certain probability was beneficial to the convergence and uniformity
of opinions [22]. If Deffuant model concerns the slow
interaction between two individuals, the HK model refers
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to the interactions between multiple individuals. Similarly,
Miguel [23] notes the effects of noise on the classical HK
model and showed that, at a certain probability, individuals
have the opportunity to change their opinions spontaneously.
Lorenz [24] believes that there is heterogeneity in the confidence radius of individuals. According to the differences
in the confidence radius, individuals can be divided into
open-minded individuals and closed-minded individuals. Su
[25] believes that the HK model should be considered for
directed networks. In the Bulletin Board System (BBS), an
individual can be influenced by opinion providers but cannot
influence the opinions of opinion providers. This is a typical
observation and learning process, and its conclusions are
of great significance to the formation and decision-making
process of group opinions. Some scholars have introduced
“paranoid” psychology into the HK model to study the
influence of a few paranoid individuals in the social group
on the evolution of opinions [26]. Regarding the classical
HK model, Fu proposes an evolution model of opinion that
considers the parameters of self-confidence [27]. Confidence
is reflected in the degree of persistence in self-confidence,
and nonconfidence is reflected in the degree of trust in
other people’s opinions. Some scholars have studied the HK
opinion evolution model with competitive opinion leaders
[28]. Some scholars believe that the individual’s confidence
radius should not be fixed and should be influenced by
individual confidence and neighbor influence. Thus, a timevarying bounded confidence model is proposed [29]. It can be
seen from the above that many scholars have improved and
expanded the classical public opinion dynamics to make it
more consistent with reality, so as to explore the internal laws
and mechanisms of real social public opinion. However, from
the cognitive perspective, in both the Deffuant model and HK
model, individuals only cognize through interactions with
their surrounding neighbors before updating their opinions.
As per the Oxford dictionary, cognition is “the mental
action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding
through thought, experience, and the senses” [30]. In the evolution of public opinion, the interaction between individuals
is a cognitive process. Individuals process information via
cognition to update their own opinions. Witkin [31] suggested
that there are two cognitive styles for processing information:
the field-dependent and field-independent cognitive styles.
Witkin also designed the embedded figures test (EFT) in
1974, which is a famous measure to distinguish between fieldindependence and field-dependence. He calls those who rely
too much on their environment to make judgments as field
dependents and those who judge by themselves as fieldindependent [32]. The field-dependent cognitive style refers
to the tendency of people to rely on external references or
external environmental cues when processing information.
The field-independent cognitive style refers to the tendency
of people to process information based on internal perceptual
cues. When the two cognitive styles of field-dependence and
field-independence were proposed, they quickly became a
research hotspot in the field of cognitive psychology [33–
36]. Since then, the cognition method has been widely
studied in the educational field [37–40]. However, research
on social psychology has revealed that field-dependence and
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field-independence may be cultural variations of cognitive
style. People from different cultural backgrounds have different tendencies toward these two cognitive styles [41]. One
study has suggested that Chinese people tend toward fielddependence more than American people, which may be the
result of cultural preferences [42].
Currently, most research on opinion dynamics focuses
on the idea that an entire social system evolves based on
interactions between individuals. For example, in the HK
model, an individual updates his/her opinions by averaging
the opinions of all neighbors that meet a given confidence
threshold [43]. Because this model relies on the opinions of
others (i.e., on external references), it is based on the cognitive style of individual field-dependence. Although there
are many improved HK models that have introduced the
concepts of self-reliance, bigotry, and individuals considering
their own opinions during the evolution process [26, 27, 44],
these are merely copies of the original or current opinions of
individuals and are not truly based on internal cues. Based
on the above information, it can be seen that, in classical
opinion evolution models and their extensions, the individual
field-dependent cognitive style has been considered, but
the individual field-independent cognitive style has been
ignored. However, people in the real world are complex and
often utilize both cognitive styles. Therefore, it is necessary to
consider the individual field-independent cognitive style in
opinion dynamics.
In this paper, we introduce the field-independent cognitive style of individuals into opinion dynamics and propose a
public opinion evolution model based on cognitive styles (the
CS model), which has the following two main motivations.
(i) Psychology is implicitly responsible for individual
external behavior. Referring to psychology, researchers constantly formulate relevant rules to promote the development
and improvement of the opinion dynamics model. However,
in reality, the change in individual opinions is the result
of individual cognition. Thus, it is necessary to introduce
cognitive psychology more deeply into the opinion dynamics
model.
(ii) The classical bounded confidence model (taking the
HK model as an example) only considers the interaction
of individuals with their neighbors within the radius of
confidence. In a sense, this can be regarded as part of the
individual’s field-dependent cognitive style. However, in the
real evolution of opinions, when an individual’s opinions are
updated, they are not only influenced by their neighbors,
but also influenced by his/her own experience or thinking.
For example, in the scenario of public opinion evolution
on a policy, each individual’s opinion is not only influenced
by other individuals, but also based on his/her thoughts or
experience.
The contribution of our proposed method is to introduce the individual’s field-independent cognitive style based
on the classical HK model. The experience parameter is
used to construct the field-independent cognitive part of
the individual, and the classical HK model is regarded as
the field-dependent cognitive part of the individual. It is
proposed that cognitive parameter not only represents the
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tendency of individuals to the field-independent or fielddependent cognitive style, but also integrates the individual’s
field independent and field-dependent cognitive styles when
he/she updates his/her opinions. Our improvement allows
individuals to update their opinions not only according to
their neighbors’ opinions within the bounded confidence
(HK model, field-dependent cognition), but also according to
their own experiences (field-independent cognition). In this
way, the HK model is enriched to make it more realistic.
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2,
we provide a detailed discussion of the two cognitive styles
of individual field-independence and field-dependence and
propose a public opinion dynamics model considering different cognitive styles. Section 3 presents the numerical simulation results and analysis of the CS model. The discussion
and conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. Model
2.1. Field-Independent and Field-Dependent Cognitive Styles
of Individuals. From the description of cognitive psychology,
field-independence and field-dependence are two cognitive
styles that emphasize the concept that individuals differ in
processing information [45]. The former focuses on internal
perception and the latter focuses on external influences in
cognitive processes [46]. In most public opinion dynamics models, the interactions between individuals and their
neighbors (external) are the main mechanism for updating
individual opinions. These models only consider the cognitive style of individual field-dependence. However, in the
real world, field-independent cognitive styles of individuals
also exist during the evolution of public opinion. In the
fields of psychology or pedagogy, these types of cognitive
studies tend to adopt absolute definitions, which represent
dichotomous thinking. In other words, a person either
has a field-independent cognitive style or field-dependent
cognitive style [47–49]. In a public opinion evolution system,
if individuals are absolutely field-independent, the system
will develop various opinions and have difficulty reaching
polarization, let alone convergence. This concept does not
agree with real human sociality [50] or major phenomena
in reality, such as mass incidents [51, 52]. To be accurate,
individuals in a social system are more complex and should
have both field-independent and field-dependent cognitive
styles simultaneously. In other words, in the process of
public opinion evolution, an individual will be influenced
by external factors, but will be also guided by internal cues.
However, because of the influence of culture and other
factors, certain individuals tend to be more field-dependent
cognitive and others are more inclined to field-independent.
During the evolution of public opinion, the opinions of
individuals after interactions with others should be codetermined by the two cognitive styles. Based on research on
the feeding behavior of birds, the operational mechanism
of the particle swarm method simulates biological groups
and their social behavior. Each iteration changes individual
velocities according to individual experiences and the group’s
flight experiences to make corresponding adjustments [53].
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This is consistent with the concept that individuals update
their opinions according to both field-dependence and fieldindependence in the evolution of public opinion. In the field
of statistical physics, as per the model proposed by relevant
research, agents (atoms) change their state based on noise
or temperature (internal characteristics) as well as external
factors (interaction with neighbors) [54, 55]. In the process
of public opinion evolution, the traditional opinion dynamics
model (the HK model) only considers the cognitive style
of individual field-dependence; it is necessary to introduce
the cognitive style of individual field-independence. In this
manner, the model can be made more consistent with the real
world.
2.2. CS Model. We consider the classical HK model as an
example and consider the field-independent cognitive style
of individuals in this model. To construct the HK model, we
consider 𝑛 agents in a system, the set of which is denoted
as 𝑁 = {1, 2, 3, 4, .......𝑛}, where agent 𝑖 ∈ 𝑁. The opinion
of agent 𝑖 at time 𝑡 is represented by 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) ∈ (0, 1). Initially,
each agent has an opinion 𝑥𝑖 (0), where 𝑥𝑖 (0) ∈ (0, 1).
The initial opinions of the agents in the system are subject
to a particular distribution, such as a uniform or normal
distribution. Each agent has its own threshold of confidence
𝜀𝑖 . When the difference between its opinion and the opinions
of its neighbors is less than the confidence threshold, the
agent will choose to interact with its neighbors. The discretetime HK model is described by
1
{
{ 𝑁  ∑ 𝑥𝑗 (𝑡) ,

𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) = {  𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑗∈𝑁𝑖 (𝑡)
{
{𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) ,

𝑁𝑖 (𝑡) ≠ 0

(1)

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

where 𝑁𝑖 (𝑡) = {𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 | |𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑗 (𝑡)| ≤ 𝜀𝑖 } is the opinion
neighbor set of agent 𝑖 at time 𝑡 and |𝑁𝑖 (𝑡)| is the number of
neighbor interactions.
When the field-independent cognitive style of individuals
is considered in public opinion dynamics, we simplify the
definition of cognition and form a corresponding hypothesis.
Suppose that, during the evolution of public opinion, in terms
of the field-independent cognitive style, the individual will
gain opinions only through his/her own experiences. The
experiences of the individual are simplified as opinions in
his/her memory, and we only consider their opinions at the
last moment in discrete time. Therefore, we propose a public
opinion evolution model based on cognitive styles (the CS
model), as described by
𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑐 ⋅ [𝜔 ⋅ 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) + (1 − 𝜔) ⋅ 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 − 1)] + (1 − 𝑐)
1
⋅   ∑ 𝑥𝑗 (𝑡)
𝑁𝑖  𝑗∈𝑁𝑖


𝑁𝑖 (𝑡) = {𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 | 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑥𝑗 (𝑡) ≤ 𝜀𝑖 }

(2)

𝜔 ⋅ 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡) + (1 − 𝜔) ⋅ 𝑥𝑖 (𝑡 − 1) is the opinion that agent𝑖gains
based on the field-independent cognitive style. 𝜔 is a set
of experience parameters that represent the weight of the
opinion at time 𝑡 on the agent’s experience. (1 − 𝜔) represents

the weight of the opinion at time 𝑡 − 1 on the agent’s
experience, which is the opinion at the last moment in
memory. (1/|𝑁𝑖 |) ∑𝑗∈𝑁𝑖 𝑥𝑗 (𝑡) is the opinion that agent 𝑖 gains
based on the field-dependent cognitive style, which is defined
by the HK model. 𝑐 is the set of cognitive parameters that
represents the tendency of an individual’s cognitive style.
The value of the cognitive parameter 𝑐 is the proportion
of individual opinion determined by the field-independent
cognitive style. Therefore, 1 - c represents the proportion
of individual opinion determined by the field-dependent
cognitive style 𝑐 + 1 − 𝑐 = 1, which indicates that individual
opinions are codetermined by the two cognitive styles. For
example, in the process of marketing, our opinions towards a
product will be influenced by the opinions of our friends and
relatives, and we will also judge the product based on our own
experience and finally determine our opinions. The process
of our opinions on the film is similar. We are influenced by
film reviews, and we also make judgments based on our fieldindependent cognition. Similarly, in the CS model proposed
in this paper, for each iteration, the individual opinion value is
updated according to the individual’s own experience (fieldindependent cognition) and the opinions values of other
neighboring individuals (field-dependent cognition).

3. Numerical Simulations
The CS model was studied by utilizing agent-based modeling
and simulations. For the sake of convenience, we assume that
the social system is homogeneous, meaning that all individuals in a given system have the same confidence threshold
and same tendency for cognitive styles. Our simulations comprised 1,000 agents in the public opinion evolution system.
The relational network for the agents in the simulation system
was fully connected, which means that any agent could know
the opinions of all other agents during the evolution of
public opinion. The reason for selecting a fully connected
network was to avoid the effects of network topology on
simulation results. The opinions of the agents are quantized
as continuous values between 0 and 1. To avoid the effects of
initial opinions on the simulation results, the initial opinions
of the agents followed a uniform distribution between 0 and
1. In the experiments described below, we mainly studied
the influences of the individual field-independent and fielddependent cognitive styles (cognitive parameter 𝑐), and the
influence of the individual experience parameter (𝜔) on the
evolution of public opinion in the social system. We define
the steady state of the system as follows: if the opinion of all
individuals does not continue to change, the system becomes
steady [56]. In addition, when the difference between two
opinion values is less than 0.0001, we regard the two opinions
as the same opinion. Two observation indicators were utilized
to measure the impact of these factors on the evolution of
public opinion. The first is the steady state of the social
system, which can be represented by the number of opinion
clusters when the system reaches a steady state. The other is
steady time, which is how long the system takes to reach a
steady state. The block diagram of the simulation experiment
design is shown in Figure 1.
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Opinion evolution system
Experiment A
Start

Verify the impact of cognitive
parameter

Individual initial opinion value

ﬁeld-independent cognition
+
ﬁeld-dependent cognition

Update opinion value

Observation indicators
of the system
Steady time
Steady state

Is steady?
No
Yes
End

Experiment B
Verify the impact of experience
parameter

Figure 1: Block diagram of the simulation experiment design.

3.1. Impact of Field-Independence and Field-Dependence Cognitive Styles on Evolution of Public Opinion. First, we study
the impact of cognitive parameters (𝑐) on the evolution of
public opinion, which represents the tendencies of individual
cognitive styles. In our simulations, we consider a constant
set of experience parameters (𝜔 = 0.5) to facilitate the
analysis of cognitive styles and their influence on public
opinion evolution. Figure 2 presents the simulation results
of the HK model with different confidence thresholds, in
which the X-axis represents the system evolution time, and
the Y-axis represents the opinion values of individuals in
the system. As shown in Figure 2, for the classical HK
model, with a confidence threshold of 0.1, there were four
clusters of opinion when the system reached a steady state.
When the confidence threshold increased to 0.2, the entire
system became polarized into two opinion clusters when
it reached a steady state. With a confidence threshold of
0.25, all opinions in the social system reached consensus at
a steady state. Therefore, in the HK model, the confidence
thresholds of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.25 correspond to divergence,
polarization, and consensus, respectively, which are the three
steady states of the social system. In order to study the impact
of cognitive styles on public opinion evolution for different
steady states of a social system, we set the confidence threshold to values of 𝜀𝑖 ∈ [0.1, 0.2, 0.21, 0.22, 0.23, 0.24, 0.25].
Simultaneously, we set the cognitive parameter to values of
𝑐 ∈ [0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, .0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9].
Figure 3 presents the simulation results for the steady
state of the social system with different confidence thresholds
and cognitive parameters (𝑐). The green, yellow, and red
rectangles represent divergence, polarization, and consensus,
respectively, which are the three steady states of the social
system. When 𝑐 = 0, the model is equal to the classical
HK model. If the confidence threshold is 0.1, regardless
of the cognitive parameter value, the steady state of the

social system is divergence. When the confidence threshold
is gradually changed from 0.2 to 0.25, the steady state of
the social system gradually changes from polarization to
consensus. One can see that when considering the fieldindependent cognitive style of individuals, the tendency of
the new model for the steady state of the system to change
with the confidence threshold is similar to that of the classical
HK model. As the confidence threshold increases, the steady
state of the system changes from divergence to polarization
and eventually reaches consensus. However, there are differences between the new model and the classical HK model.
When the confidence threshold is 0.21, the steady state of
the system in the classical HK model is consensus, but the
steady state of the system considering the field-independent
cognitive style is still polarization. When the confidence
threshold is 0.22, the steady state of the system in which the
cognitive parameter value was no more than 0.5 (𝑐 ≤ 0.5) also
changes to consensus, but the steady state of the system where
the cognitive parameter value is no less than 0.6 (𝑐 ≥ 0.6) is
still polarization. After the confidence threshold increases to
0.23, except for the steady state of the system in which the
cognitive parameter value was no less than 0.8 (𝑐 ≥ 0.8), the
steady state of the systems has already reached consensus.
Once the confidence threshold reaches 0.24, regardless of
the cognitive parameter value, all steady states of the social
systems reach consensus. Based on the above analysis, we
can conclude the value of the cognitive parameter has an
impact on the steady state of a social system. These results
also reveal that the tendencies of individuals toward fieldindependent and field-dependent cognitive styles have an
impact on the evolution of public opinion. The larger the
value of the cognitive parameter (𝑐), the larger the proportion
of individual opinions that are determined by the fieldindependent cognitive style. Specifically, individuals are more
inclined toward the field-independent cognitive style during
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Figure 2: Opinion evolution results for the HK model with different confidence thresholds.
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Figure 3: Steady state of a social system with different confidence
thresholds and cognitive parameters (𝑐).

the evolution of public opinion, which makes it more difficult
for the steady state of the social system to reach consensus. On
the contrary, the smaller the value of the cognitive parameter
𝑐, the easier it is to reach consensus.
To study the influence of cognitive styles on the steady
time of opinion evolution, we compare the steady times with
different cognitive parameter values for the three steady states
of a social system (divergence, polarization, and consensus).
As mentioned previously, the confidence thresholds we select
are 0.1, 0.2, and 0.25 (𝜀𝑖 ∈ [0.1, 0.2, 0.25]); regardless of the
cognitive parameter values, the steady state of the social system always moves toward divergence, polarization, and convergence, respectively. In the same manner, we set the cognitive parameter 𝑐 ∈ [0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, .0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9] in
order to study the impact of cognitive style on the steady time
of opinion evolution.
Figure 4 presents the simulation results for the steady
time of the social system for different values of the cognitive
parameter (𝑐) for three steady states (divergence, polarization,

and consensus). When 𝑐 = 0, the model is equal to the
classical HK model. One can see from Figure 4 that compared
to the classical HK model (𝑐 = 0), the proposed system
requires a longer time to reach steady state (𝑐 ≠ 0). It can also
be seen that irrespective of the steady state of the social system
(divergence, polarization, or convergence), as the value of the
cognitive parameter (𝑐) increases, the time required for the
social system to reach steady state increases. This suggests
that the more the individuals are inclined toward the fieldindependent cognitive style during the evolution of public
opinion, the more time the social system requires to reach a
steady state; thus, stability is more difficult to achieve.
Above all, we focus on analyzing the impact of the
cognitive parameter (𝑐) on the evolution of public opinion.
When the cognitive parameter is 0 (𝑐 = 0), only the
individual’s field-dependent cognitive style is considered, but
the individual field-independent cognitive style is ignored.
At this time, the CS model degenerates into the classical
HK model. When 𝑐 = 0, the simulation experimental data
reflect the results of the evolution of the classical HK model.
Compared with the classical HK model, the CS model has
a longer evolution time and it is more difficult to reach
consensus in the system. In addition, the larger the value
of the cognitive parameter (𝑐), the greater the proportion
of field-independent cognitive styles for individuals. This
means that individuals have a stronger tendency to follow
the field-independent cognitive style during the evolution
of public opinion. Thus, individuals will focus more on
internal perception and less on external influences when
updating their own opinions. In other words, individuals
are more likely to perform independent cognition and less
likely to consider the opinions of their neighbors within the
confidence range. However, opinion dynamics is a fusion
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Figure 4: Steady times for the three steady states of the social system (divergence, polarization, and consensus) for different cognitive
parameters (𝑐).

process in which individual opinions are based on specific
rules [57]. When an individual iterates to update his/her
own opinion value, not only based on his/her neighbors’
opinion value, but also based on his/her own experience, it
is equivalent to weakening the influence of his/her neighbors’
opinion value on the assimilation of individual opinion value.
This slows down the trend of the unity of group opinion
value and strengthens the retention of unique opinions in the
system. Thus, the social system needs a longer time to reach a
steady state. It also means that the system has greater difficulty
reaching consensus and is more prone to polarization or
even divergence. In the process of public opinion evolution,
if the opinion value of the individual is shaped only by
neighbors, then it is naturally easy to reach consensus, but,
in reality, the individual opinion value is not only derived
from other individuals, but also based on internal experience.
Thus, it is difficult for the overall opinion value to become
consensus. For example, in the process of marketing, an
individual’s opinion on a product depends more on his/her
own experience or thinking and less on the reputation of
relatives and friends. Thus, his/her opinion is more difficult
to change, and, given the group’s differing opinion on the
product, it is difficult to reach consensus. Consider another
example, where people’s opinions on a film are derived more
from their own experience or thinking and are less influenced
by the film review. Therefore, it is difficult to agree upon an
overall opinion. Considering the field-independent cognitive
style of the individual, the simulation results of public opinion
evolution are more realistic. Therefore, the CS model is an
improvement of the classical HK model. In addition, the
value of the cognitive parameter (c) reflects the individual’s
tendency to follow the field-independent or field-dependent
cognitive style. Previous studies have shown that people
with different cultural backgrounds have different tendencies

toward these two cognitive styles. Therefore, the value of
cognitive parameter (c) can be used to represent individuals
with different cultural backgrounds. The model we propose
here can be used to explore different trends of public opinion
evolution in different cultural backgrounds, while providing
a reference for cross-cultural research.
3.2. Impact of the Experience Parameter (𝜔) on Evolution
of Public Opinion. Next, we study the impact of the experience parameter (𝜔) on the evolution of public opinion.
Similar to Section 3.1, in order to study the impact of the
experience parameter 𝜔 on the steady state of a social
system, in our simulations, we set the cognitive parameter 𝑐 ∈ [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, .0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9] and changed
the experience parameter 𝜔 from 0 to 1. Thus, 𝜔 ∈
[0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, .0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1]. When the value of
the experience parameter is zero (𝜔 = 0), individuals only
consider their opinions from the last moment in memory
based on the field-independent cognitive style. When the
value of the experience parameter is one (𝜔 = 1), individuals
do not consider their opinions from the last moment in memory based on the field-independent cognitive style. These
values are the two extremes of the experience parameter 𝜔.
Figure 5 presents the simulation results for the steady
state of the social system with different confidence thresholds, experience parameters (𝜔), and cognitive parameters (𝑐). We choose these confidence thresholds (𝜀𝑖 ∈
[0.21, 0.22, 0.23, 0.24]) because, in this case, when the value
of the experience parameter (𝜔) varies, the steady state of the
social system may change based on the value of the cognitive
parameter (𝑐). Similar to Section 3.1, the green and yellow
rectangles represent consensus and polarization, respectively,
which are the two steady states of the social system. As the
value of the cognitive parameter (𝑐) increases from 0.1 to 0.9,
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Figure 5: Steady state of the social system with different confidence thresholds, experience parameters (𝜔), and cognitive parameters (𝑐).

400

Steady time

the social system requires a larger confidence threshold to
change from polarization to consensus, which is consistent
with the results in Section 3.1. Additionally, with the same
confidence threshold and cognitive parameter (𝑐), the smaller
the value of the experience parameter (𝜔) is, the more difficult
it is for the system to reach consensus. When the experience
parameter (𝜔) is greater than a certain value, the system
state changes from polarization to consensus. For example,
with a confidence threshold of 0.21 and 𝑐 = 0.1, the system
state reaches polarization when the value of the experience
parameter is no more than 0.8 (𝜔 ≤ 0.8), but reaches
consensus when the value of the experience parameter is no
less than 0.9 (𝜔 ≥ 0.9). With a confidence threshold of 0.22
and 𝑐 = 0.5, the system state reaches polarization when the
value of the experience parameter is no more than 0.4 (𝜔 ≤
0.4), but reaches consensus when the value of the experience
parameter is no less than 0.5 (𝜔 ≥ 0.5). With a confidence
threshold of 0.23 and 𝑐 = 0.8, the system state reaches
polarization when the value of the experience parameter is
no more than 0.7 (𝜔 ≤ 0.7), but reaches consensus when
the value of the experience parameter is no more than 0.8
(𝜔 ≥ 0.8). This indicates that the smaller the value of the
experience parameter (𝜔) is, the harder it is for the steady
state of the social system to reach consensus. Additionally, the
impact of the experience parameter (𝜔) on the steady state of
the social system is affected by the cognitive parameter (𝑐).
Next, we study the impact of the experience parameter
(𝜔) on the steady time of opinion evolution. One can see from
Figure 5 that when the confidence threshold is 0.25, regardless
of the value of the cognitive parameter (𝑐) and experience
parameter (𝜔), the steady state of the social system always
reaches consensus. Therefore, to maintain a constant steady
state of the social system, we select a confidence threshold of
0.25 for our simulation experiments.
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Figure 6: Steady time with different cognitive parameters (𝑐) and
experience parameters (𝜔) and a constant confidence threshold of
0.25.

Figure 6 presents the simulation results for steady time
with different experience parameters (𝜔) and cognitive
parameters (𝑐) when the steady state of the social system
is always consensus. From Figure 6, the time required for
the system to become steady becomes longer as the value
of the cognitive parameter (𝑐) increases, which is consistent
with the previous experiment in Section 3.1. The lines in
Figure 6 generally trend downward, which indicates that the

Complexity
larger the value of the experience parameter (𝜔), the shorter
the steady time. As the value of the cognitive parameter (𝑐)
increases, the slopes of the lines become steeper. Therefore,
the experience parameter (𝜔) can impact the steady time of
a social system. With an increase in the cognitive parameter
(𝑐), the impact on the steady time of the social system is even
stronger.
From the above analysis, we can conclude that the
experience parameter (𝜔) has an impact on the steady state
and steady time of a social system. When the experience
parameter is 1 (𝜔 = 1), individuals only use the current
opinions value as the result of field-independent cognition
and do not fully conduct independent field cognition from
their experience. At this time, from the perspective of the
model form, the CS model is degraded to the MHK model
[27]. However, in fact, individuals are not field-independent
cognitively, but possess a kind of persistence or confidence
in their original opinions. Compared with the MHK model,
the CS model takes longer to evolve, and the opinion values
are more difficult to converge. Simultaneously, the larger the
value of the experience parameter (𝜔) is, the easier it is for
the steady state of a social system to reach consensus, and
less time is required for the social system to become steady.
This may be because the larger the value of the experience
parameter (𝜔), the lower the individual weigh his/her opinion
from the last moment in memory, and the more he/she relies
on his/her opinion from the current moment. This promotes
and accelerates the interaction of individuals with other
individuals and causes the opinions of individuals to become
increasingly biased toward the group opinion. Additionally,
the larger the value of the cognitive parameter (𝑐), the greater
the impact of the experience parameter (𝜔) on the evolution
of public opinion. Individuals become more inclined toward
the field-independent cognitive style and the proportion
of their opinions gained via field-independent cognition is
larger when they update their opinions. This means that
the impact of experience parameters on the evolution of
public opinion is greater. Persistence or self-confidence in
the value of one’s opinion at the last moment is only a copy
of one’s opinion value and cannot be categorized as fieldindependent cognition of the individual. During the evolution of public opinion, in reality, individual opinions will also
be based on their own experience, which is the function of
field-independent cognition of the individual. Therefore, we
use the experience parameter to construct the independent
cognition of individual field, which has a realistic basis. As
we all know, it is difficult to change the opinions of people
who have had certain experiences during the course of their
work or personal lives. For example, if an individual is very
experienced with regard to the story/background of a film, it
is difficult to change his opinion. Consider another example.
In the marketing process, if a person has experience with a
product, his/her opinion is difficult to change. Therefore, the
results of our simulation experiment analysis are consistent
with reality.
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4. Conclusion and Discussion
In this study, the field-independent cognitive style of individuals was considered in the context of opinion dynamics, and
a public opinion evolution model based on cognitive styles
(the CS model) was proposed. In the CS model, individuals
involved in the evolution of public opinion not only change
their opinions based on the opinions of their neighbors
by utilizing a confidence threshold (the field-dependent
cognitive style), but also refer to their own experiences
(the field-independent cognitive style). By combining these
two methods of cognition, an individual can update his/her
opinion rationally. The CS model proposed in this paper
was compared to the classical HK model. The simulation
results revealed that the CS model is similar to the classical HK model in some respects. For example, with an
increase in the confidence threshold, the steady state of the
social system changes from divergence to polarization and
eventually reaches consensus. The difference is that when
considering the field-independent cognition of the individual, the individual’s opinion value is not only affected by
his/her neighbors, but also based on his/her own experience,
which weakens the fusion of group opinions and more likely
retains the unique opinions in the system, thus slowing down
the trend of unification of group opinion values. Therefore,
compared to the classical HK model, the state of public
opinion evolution will be more difficult to converge, and the
time required for system stability will be longer.
Similarly, individuals are more inclined to the fieldindependent cognitive style. Thus, in the evolution of public
opinion, the proportion of opinions values in their own
experience is larger, and the value of neighbors in the
confidence radius is less borrowed, which further weakens
the assimilation of neighbors’ opinions. The influence slows
down the integration of public opinion as well as the trend of
unification of group opinions. As a result, the system of public
opinion evolution needs to be stable for a longer period of
time. Thus, it is more difficult to converge and is more prone
to polarization and even divergence. The cognitive parameter
(𝑐) and experience parameter (𝜔) both have an impact on
the steady state and steady time of public opinion evolution.
In the case of larger values for the cognitive parameter (𝑐),
individuals are more inclined toward the field-independent
cognitive style, meaning the experience parameter (𝜔) has a
greater impact on the evolution of public opinion.
If individuals in the public opinion evolution system are
more inclined toward the field-independent cognitive style,
the time required for the system to reach a steady state is
longer and the steady state of the system is less likely to
reach consensus. In contrast, if individuals in the public
opinion evolution system are more inclined toward the fielddependent cognitive style, the time required for the system
to reach a steady state is shorter and the steady state of
the system is more likely to reach consensus. As mentioned
above, the different tendencies of individuals towards the
two cognitive styles represent two different cultures. People
in western cultures are more inclined toward the fieldindependent cognitive style, whereas Chinese people are
more inclined toward the field-dependent cognitive style. It
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is well-known that policymaking in certain western countries
is slow and difficult [58, 59]. For example, gun control
policies in the United States, where many people are killed
by firearms every year, have been difficult to pass [60].
There are many reasons for this and it represents a scenario
where public opinion has difficulty reaching a steady state
of consensus. Similarly, perhaps because of cultural reasons,
Chinese people tend to be influenced by the opinions of
the people around them, and public opinion evolves quickly,
often easily reaching consensus in Chinese society. Thus, cults
of personality are more likely to develop in China [61–63].
These real-world examples are consistent with our simulation
results. Therefore, the consideration of the field-independent
cognitive style in opinion dynamics models not only is more
realistic, but also serves as a basis for cross-cultural research.
In this paper, we simplified the cognitive style of individual field-independence by examining only the individual
experience dimension. In future research, we will consider
the field-independent cognitive style of individuals in opinion dynamics in additional dimensions to make our model
richer and more realistic.
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